
The stack and NPM platform to drive
rapid and repeatable observability  

Pliant gives operations and engineering teams simplified
and streamlined ways to automate, integrate, and connect
their environments. Rather than dedicate talented and
costly developers to act upon NPM alerts manually, Pliant
customers can build automated workflows to complete
these tasks quickly, efficiently, and repeatably.

Pliant has abstracted thousands of APIs from popular
vendor products. The resulting low-code ‘action blocks’
make it easy, fast and flexible for users create common
workflows for modern monitoring platforms like IBM
SevOne NPM. 

Presto! Faster time to value, increased productivity, and
lower total cost of ownership. Teams also benefit from
lower administrative overhead through centralized
management, and seamless integration with leading NPM
platforms and technologies up and down the stack. 

Network Automation Solution: NPM Actions

Automate actions and NPM alert remediation with API-driven low-code
workflows that address today's rapidly modernizing networks.

Tech innovation and tech team expectations have continued to diverge, with responsibilities and complexities on the
rise and the ability to address the toil on the decline. As a result, EMA Associates reported that network team
performance rankings have dropped from 47% in 2018 to 27% in 2022. 

Observability = Visibility + Intelligence + Action

Performance monitoring has graduated to observability, with the expectation that visibility and insights are coupled
with automated action and root cause remediation. 

Once upon a time it might have been considered acceptable to action network performance alerts manually, but
those days are behind us. Complex infrastructure, increasing volume, greater responsibilities, and the need to do
more with less means automation is a must. But how do you remediate alerts automatically at scale to address this
new reality? 

The Solution

Automate
Tasks and alert remediation to increase
team productivity and agility

Integrate
Workflows and actions to accelerate
time to value

Connect

Automate repeatable tasks to deliver on the promise of
modern monitoring today.

Contact the Pliant team to discuss your needs and how
we can help: pliant.io | hello@pliant.io

https://pliant.io/
https://www.riverbed.com/analyst-report/ema-report-network-observability?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=observability
http://pliant.io/
mailto:hello@pliant.io


TODAY: MANUAL

WITH PLIANT: AUTOMATED

Pliant NPM Actions – How it Works

Benefits

Modernize your IT environment quickly, easily and with maximum flexibility. Simplify and streamline the automation of
any task across technology and organizational boundaries. Build and deploy custom, automated workflows and
processes faster, easier, and with more flexibility than you ever imagined.  

Learn More about automating, integrating, and connecting your digital enterprise with Pliant. Our experts are ready to
help. Contact our team today: pliant.io | hello@pliant.io
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Automated NPM Alert Resolution

How do you remediate alerts automatically at scale to address the demands of ever-
increasing complexities and team responsibilities? 

Pliant's low-code workflow engine helps deliver on the promise of observability. API-driven
and highly flexible drag-and-drop "action blocks" transform manual effort into automated
workflows, taking the time and toil out of NPM alert resolution. By enabling your team to
automate network performance tasks, Pliant helps reduce human toil, accelerates network
performance resolution, and drives costs downward.

Accelerate NPM time to value by automating alert actions

Increase team productivity by reducing manual toil

Faster resolution of root cause performance issues
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